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The object of this paper is to extend to diffusion processes governed by 
IQ = Lu: = (puz), - qu various results obtained by the author and others 
concerning observation and prediction problems for the one-dimensional heat 
equation. 
We consider one-dimensional diffusion processes governed by the partial 
differential equation 
Ut = Lu := (pu,), - p, O<X<l, t>O (1) 
with the homogeneous boundary conditions 
u,(t, 0) - a,u(t, 0) = 0 = u,(t, 1) - qu(t, l), t > 0. (2) 
We assume throughout that p, q, 010 , 01~ are time independent with p = p(x), 
q = q(x) “smooth” on [0, l] and p bounded away from zero (P(X) > p, > 0). 
With no loss of generality we may also assume q positive; if necessary, replace 
u by u exp[--hot] to add X, to q. 
With the boundary conditions (3), the differential operator L appearing 
in Eq. (1) is densely defined in L,(O, 1) and is self-adjoint with compact 
resolvent. Denote the eigenpairs of L by {(--A, , &.)> with ($3 taken ortho- 
normal inL,(O, 1). All of the {X,} are positive and (see, e.g., [l]) asymptotically 
A, = cw + B(k) (3) 
for an appropriate constant c > 0; we set 
pk = \/A, = ck +6(l). 
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1Ve shall also need asymptotic information regarding the eigenfunctions 
(&I. With S(X) = [p(.z)]~r’” we define 
for 0 < .Y < 1. Then, with appropriately chosen “phase constants” Bs 
independent of X, one has 
~,&c) = P(X) cos[pkqx) + 41 + R&4> 
&‘(x) = pkS(x) P(S) sir+-@(x) + OkI + &W (5) 
with the remainders R, , 8, converging uniformly to zero as k ---t ccj. This 
follows on applying to the Green’s operator of L a theorem of Hammerstein 
[5] on eigenfunctions of symmetric integral operators. 
THEOREM (Hammerstein). Let K be a symmetric smooth kernel (continuous 
for 0 < x, [ < 1 and C3 for x, [ # 0, 1 and 5 + x). Assume K, has a jump S2 
across 4 = s, i.e., 
P(x) = K& x’) - K&V, A-), 
with S bounded away from zero. Then the ezgenpairs ((Al, , &J} (with {&} a com- 
plete orthonormal basis of L&O, 1)) associated with K, 
have the asymptotic form (5) with p, 0 given by (4) and with plr = hi’” (AL > 0 
for all but jGziteb many k). 
In terms of these eigenpairs, solutions of the diffusion equation (l), (2) 
are representable by the generalized Fourier expansion 
u(t, x) = x ck exp[--A$] &(x), O<X<l, t>O (6) 
k 
for appropriate coefficients {c,}. While the expansion (6) is initially obtained 
only inL,(O, 1) for each t > 0, a consequence of the asymptotic estimates (3), 
(5) for the eigenpairs is that much stronger convergence is guaranteed for 
t > 0. For example, term-by-term differentiation with respect to t, x will be 
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justifiable, though differentiability in x may possibly be limited in terms of 
the smoothness imposed onp, q. 
Suppose + is a linear functional defined for (sufficiently smooth) functions 
on [0, 11; set 
Sk = Sbhl, k = 0, l,.... (7) 
We assume that Jr and the conditions on p, q are such that the convergence 
of the expansion (6) justifies the expansion 
for w =: +[u]. 
w(t) = C skck exp[--h,f], t>O (8) 
k 
We may now formulate our observation/prediction problem with respect 
to the functional + as follows. 
Given observation, for u satisfying the governing conditions (l), (2), 
of the function 
w(t) = 4Jr[4t, *)I, O<t<T, (9) 
is the linear mapping A = Ar: w H u(T, .) well defined and con- 
tinuous (employing L, topologies for domain and range) ? 
Since w is, by assumption, given on (0, T) by the Dirichlet series (8), it is 
convenient to introduce the coefficient functionals 
yj: 1 a, exp[--h,t] k+ aj , j = 0, l,.... (10) 
By a theorem of Schwartz ([8, Section 9, Theorem II]; see also the discussions 
in [3, 4, 6, 71) these functionals are continuous (using the L, topology) 
provided 
which certainly follows from the estimate (3), with 
It can be shown, following [3], that 
II yj II -i exp[i~ + 41 
= exp[0(j logj)] 
(11) 
for {A,.} satisfying the asymptotic condition (3). 
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If any sk = 0, then clearly A cannot be well defined; observation of zc can 
give no information regarding c,, . On the other hand, if each sk f 0, one has 
so that, setting t =: Tin representation (6), 
Aw =: u( T, .) 
exp[--h,T] 
zzz 
; Sk 
Yl,[Wl $I; 
whence, as (&} is orthonormal, 
(1 AW 11” < c exp[-2&T] s,” I/ yk 11’ // w 11’. 
Thus, 
iiAII* ,< ~s;2exp[-2~kTlII Yk/l* 
k 
= 1 A-L,” exp[-(2c*T) k” + d(h log h)] 
k 
provided, of course, that this series converges. As an immediate consequence 
of this discussion we have the following result, generalizing Theorem 1 of [2]. 
THEOREM 1. Let + be a linear functional dejined on the space 
for each t > 0; set sk = Jl[&.] and let 
T,,: = lim sup 
log j Sk I-1 
x, . 
h 
(13) 
Then the observation/prediction problem (9) for + is well posed for T > T,, 
if each sli # 0 and is not well posed for T < T0 or ljc any sg = 0. I 
Note that the continuity of + on each U, implies that T, > 0. 
It might be remarked that the use of L, topologies for the domain and 
range of A is not really significant. Indeed, the results in [8] give essentially 
the same estimate (11) if an L,, norm is used for the domain, while from (3) 
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and the term-by-term differentiability of Dirichlet series one can then deduce 
the estimate 
II yj II =$jY expb + 4i)l 
= exp[e’( j(log j)*“+l)] 
(11’) 
if the Sobolev norm for JV~*y(O, T) were used. On the other hand, for 
Tl > T2 > 0 we have 
A, = S,-r2A,R (14) 
where P is restriction from (0, Tl) to (0, T2) and S, (T > 0) is the solution 
semigroup for the diffusion process (l), (2). The strong smoothing properties 
of diffusion processes mean compactness of each operator 
s,: L,(O, 1) + W’*“(O, 1) 
for any T > 0 (V may be restricted by the smoothness imposed on the coeffi- 
cient functions p, 4 of L). Thus, for T > T,, and assuming all sic # 0, one has 
AT: W'J'(O, T)+ W’J(O, 1) 
compact [taking Tl = T and T, between T,, and Tin the factorization (14)]; 
similarly, AT is unbounded if 0 < T < T,, and is undefined if any sic = 0. 
It is clear that one may take + to be an evaluation functional: 
444 := u(S) 
for a fixed 5 E [0, 11. The result obtained in [6], showing well-posedness for 
all T :> 0 of the boundary observation/prediction problem for the heat 
equation (p = 1, q = 0, 01s = CQ = 0; w(t) = u(t, 0) so +[u] := ~(0 with 
E = 0), is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, since in that case 
A, = Gk*, &Js) = ~‘2 cos krs fork = 1, 2,..., (A, = o,+, = 1) 
Sk = d2 fork = 1, 2,..., (so = 1) 
so that T,, = 0 in this case. To generalize this to diffusion processes governed 
by the more general conditions (I), (2) re q uires a lemma estimating [ $,(O)] 
from below. 
LEMMA 1. Let L be defined as in Eq. (1) with the boundary conditions (2). 
Then there is a constant C > 0 such that Lq5 = -A4 for any h implies 
Cf(0) >, f1 #I’(X) dx. 
‘0 
(15) 
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Proof. Choose A, > 2 max(q(s): 0 < x < l> and suppose X 3:. A,. Kow, 
setting 
c(x) = max(0, [(A - 4) p]‘), 0 :< .\’ :.< I, 
define a as the (unique) solution of 
[(A-q)p]a’+ra=-A, a(l) = 0. 
Observethata>O,c>OforO~x<1,so 
and 
8: = -[(A - q)pa]’ 
= -u - 4) Pa’ + 4 - cc - [(A - 4) PI’) 4, 
whence 
0 34 s ’ O(x) dx = [(A - q)pa].po . 0 
Multiplying the eigenfunction equation by -201p4’, we have 
or 
2~P$‘(P4’)’ = -2V - 4) P4’4 
-4P4’Yl = w - 4) PaI (9”)‘. 
Integrate over (0, I), apply integration by parts, and use the boundary con- 
ditions, (2) and a(1) = 0; then 
a(O) ~“Y(O) + jol 4P$‘)2 = - [(A - d PaL=0 C”(O) - jol [(A - 4) Pal’ +” 
= - (jol 0) +2(o) + j1 0142. 
0 
Thus, since a’ < 0, a(O) > 0, B > A, we have 
= [43 ao2~2(o) + jol e] +2(o) + jol a’&+‘)’ 
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For smooth p, 4 we have OL = 01~ continuously dependent on h, converging to 
the (unique) solution 01, of 
pa’ + max{O, p’> o[ = - 1, or(I) = 0, W’) 
as X + io while, correspondingly, 6/x converges to -(~a~)‘. Assume h, has 
been chosen large enough that, for example, 
s 
l s/x = [( 1 - q/4 P%l,=o < 2P(O) %(O) = c, 
0 
for X > /\* . It follows that inequality (15) hoids for all h > h, with C = C, . 
On the other hand, there are only finitely many eigenvalues, X, ,..., hR , less 
than X, . For each of these the corresponding eigenfunction & has &JO) # 0 
(otherwise, the boundary condition (2) implies &(O) = 0 = &I(O) whence, 
by uniqueness for the initial value problem, &. = 0), and we may set 
C = max jC*, (J”’ o &:“(x) dx) (@(o))-‘: h = l,..., k’/ 
to obtain the desired inequality (15) for all X. 
We now generalize the principal result of [6]. 
I 
THEOREM 2. For solutions II of Eqs. (1) and (2), let w(t) = u(t, 0) on (0, T). 
Then the linear operator A = AT: w H u(T, .) is well defined and continuous. 
Proqf. This follows immediately from Theorem 1 since Lemma 1 shows 
that sk =&JO) is bounded away from zero so To = 0. I 
We shall return shortly to the discussion of observation/prediction using 
point evaluation. It will appear that the set R, of points in [0, I] for which 
the evaluation functional gives To = 00 is not only dense but uncountable 
while, on the other hand, the set Q, of points for which T, = 0 is almost all of 
[0, l]. Theorem 2 asserts that 0, contains the end point 0 (and similarly, 
of course, 1 E Sz,). 
We next consider observation of a local average 
+[u] = I1 U(X) Y(X) dx, 
0 
employing a suitable weight function Y; e.g., suppose Y EL,(O, 1) with Y 
nonnegative, normalized so Jr = 1, and, perhaps, having narrow support. 
Such a functional is physically plausible; the reading of a thermometer is 
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clearly a (narrow) local average of temperature rather than a true point 
evaluation. Further, since the set Q, of points for which the evaluation func- 
tional gives T, > 0 (i.e., the complement of -Qa) is a null set, it seems reason- 
able to hope that such an averaging functional (17) should have T, = 0. 
Unfortunately, this hope proves vain; we consider some examples for the 
heat equation, 
EXAMPLES. For the heat equation in an insulated rod (p = 1, Q z 0, 
a,, = aI = 0) one has hB = rr”K’, +k(x) = ~/ZCOS~CTX for K = 1, 2,..., 
(A, = 0, &, = 1) so that (sJ is just the set of Fourier (cosine) coefficients of 
the weight function Y. 
(i) Let Y be a step function centered at f with half-width w (assume 
w < 4 < 1 - w), so 
Then sa == 1 and, for K = 1, 2 ,..., 
s 
1 
2-b’“s, zz U(X) cos km ds 
n I EfW =- 
2w s cos km dx E-o, 
= [sin krr(t + w) - sin kn-(t - w)]/2kn-w 
-= (k?rw)-l cos km$ sin krrw. 
(ii) Let f be a “chapeau” function centered at t with half-width w 
(assume w < E < 1 - w), so r(x) = maw{O, (w - I x - 5 1)/w*}. Then 
s,, = 1 and, for k = 1, 2 ,..., 
2-ws, z w-2 kc;:(~- Is-[/)cosknxdx 1 
= (2/knw)2 cos krr[ sin* knw/2. 
(iii) Let r be a modified Gaussian distribution on [0, 11; i.e., we consider 
the usual Gaussian distribution on R with mean 5 and standard deviation w 
and then “stack” R on [0, l] giving 
m 
r(x) = (2%Y4-~/” C exp 
j=-,x ( 
- 
@ -2:-j)* 2 1 
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for 0 < x < 1 so that s0 = 1 and, for k = 1, 2 ,..., 
Sk = (l/&-w) J-1 exp[-(x - t)2/22] cos KTX dx (x = 5‘ + WY) 
I 
m 
= n--li2 cos krr[ exp[-y2/2] cos krrwy d> 
--3? 
= & cos krrt exp[-k2rr2W2/2]. 
With each of these examples the dependence of T, on 6 is exactly the same 
as for the point evaluation functional considered by Dolecki [2]. On the other 
hand, in the first two examples there is now a similar sort of dependence on 
the half-width w (note that, taking (krrw)-l sin kxw = 1 at w = 0, these 
reduce to Dolecki’s case at w = 0) while in the third example T,, is now 
w2/2 greater than the T,, for point evaluation at 6 (again reducing to Dolecki’s 
case at w = 0). 
THEOREM 3. Consider the observationlpredictionproblem (9) as in Theorem 1 
with + = +6, the functional of point evaluation at 6 E [0, 11. Let Q, 
(0 < 7 < co) be the set of .$ E [0, I] f or which the corresponding T,, = T; let 
Q, = (J (Q,: T > 0} = [0, l]\Q, . Then Q, is a null set (i.e., of Lebesgue 
measure zero) so Q, is almost all of [0, l] zu 12 1 ‘Ie, on the other hand, J’& is uncount- 
able and dense in [0, 11. 
Proof. Let 2, = {X E [0, 11: &.(s) = 0) for k = 0, l,..., and let 
2 = &. 2, . From Sturm-Liouville theory (see, e.g., [I]) it is well known 
that, for the differential operator L given as in (l), (2), the kth eigenfunction 
must have exactly k distinct zeros in (0, 1) so Z, = {z~,~ ,..., z~,~} with 
0 < ZR.1 < ... < z~,~ < 1 and 2 is countable. Suppose, now, k, is large 
enough that for k > k, one has 1 R, 1 , / l?, 1 uniformly bounded by u/2 in 
the asymptotic formula (5) and ps > 6, where u2 is a lower bound for both 
S(X): == l/(p(x))l/” and S(X) (js)-l = p2(x)/2; let m = sup{k/p.,: k > k,}, 
which is finite as ps N ck by (3). It follows from (5) that, for k > k, , 
1 &(x)I < a < u/2 implies 
so that. 
1 &‘@)I 3 &[p’ - (& - Rk)2]‘/2 - / fir; [ 
3 pra2[2u’ - u2]1/1 - u/2 
> (u3/2m) k, 
I;,(a): = (x E [O, 11: 1 &(X)l < rX> 
is the union of k intervals, each containing one of the zeros in Z, and each 
of length less than 4mol/a3k and 
meas Ik(ol) < (4m/u3) oi for k >, k, . (18) 
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Further, the Iz zeros in ZTi are approximately equally spaced (with respect 
to O(X)) so they “become dense” as R -+ z; more precisely, for any interval 
I C (0, 1) one has 2, n I nonempty for large enough k (roughly, for k such 
that pk > rr(J, S)-l. 
Now define 
Qa = {x E [0, 11: 1 &.(.v)~ > exp[-/3pB] for k 3 k,:,, (19) 
assuming /3 large enough that Al: = /I exp[--R,lm] < u/2. For [E Sza one 
has, in computing 3”s for the functional of evaluation at 5, 
sI;: = l4dE)l > exp[-hl, 
T,,: = lim SU~{~~~//\~> = 0 
since &,/A, < pm/k; thus, [ul, Qfi’lZ] C Sz, . Now the complement of Qs is 
and 
meas IJ3 < 1 meas Ik(exp[ -&]) 
k>k. 
with r = y(p) = e-61”“. Thus, meas 1” - 0 as ,R - co and, as 9, C &P, 
we see that Sz, is a null set and G’, is almost all of [0, l]. 
We now wish to show that Q, contains uncountably many points in any 
interval E, C [0, 11. W e p roceed by constructing, recursively, sequences of 
integers k(j), of numbers crj , and of collections of intervals 
cFj = (E&3): /3 = 712-j for ?z = 0, l,..., (2j - I)} 
such that 
I 4k:Cj)(x>l <: exP[-ajly forXEEj: =: UEj(/3), 
6 
where 
Us,/&. - 02 as j+ 02. 
The intervals of each &j are to be disjoint, but 
(20) 
(21) 
Ej*.“, C Ej,, if j’ :..i and p z.1 p’ -c /3 + 2-j. (22) 
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Let 8, = {I$,}, choose K(0) arbitrarily, and take a, such that (20) holds. At 
the jth s.tage, note that, by the earlier discussion, it is possible to choose K(j) 
large enough that Zktj) intersects each E+,(/I’); choose ai so that, e.g., 
oj > j&u) . Near the zero of &.o) in Ej-I(p) it is possible to select two disjoint 
closed intervals-denoted by E&3) with /I = p’ and /3 = /?’ + 2-j-on which 
f&o) satisfies inequality (20). 
For any 19 E [0, I], consider the sequence of closed intervals {Ej} with 
Ei = Ej(pj), where /3j = gj(0) is g iven by flj < 6’ < fij + 2-j (flj is the 
truncation of the binary expansion of 0 toj places). Condition (22) guarantees 
that {E,) is nested and so has nonempty intersection; let .$ = ((0) E nj Ej . 
For the functional of point evaluation at 5 one has 
so that 
I sk(j) I E I bk(j)(5‘)1 < exP[--ajly 
T0 = lim SUp(Uj/h,(j)} = c0 
and f(0) E Q, . The disjointness of {E&t?)> f or eachj guarantees the injectivity 
of the map 0 H t(0) f rom [0, l] to Q, n E,, . Thus Q, n E, is uncountable, 
even omitting the possible (at most countable) subset for which the operator A 
is undefined because some sp = 0. I 
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